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Text

Introduction
In the first chapters of this book we saw how to create textual output using the 
Print() and PrintC() statements. The disadvantage of using these statements for all 
but the simplest output was obvious; any previously displayed text was lost whenever 
the screen display was updated (using Sync()). The only way to overcome this was 
to execute the same Print() statement after every update.

Later, in Chapter 6, we were introduced to text resources. This allowed us to create 
text which remained on screen and which could be positioned with accuracy. 

In that chapter we covered a few of the basic text commands. In this chapter the 
remainder of the text commands are covered as well as other techniques such as how 
to change the font used by the text commands.

Review
We’ll start by just listing the text commands covered back in Chapter 6. These were:

CreateText(id,str)  id is the ID to be assigned to the text resource.
     str is the text to be held in the text resource.

int CreateText(str)  str is the text to be held in the text resource.
     The ID assigned to the resource is returned.

SetTextColor(id,ir,ig,ib,it) id is the ID of the text resource  
     ir is the value of the red component (0 to 255).
     ig is the value of the green component (0 to 255).
     ib  is the value of the blue component (0 to 255).
     it is the transparency factor (0: invisible; 
     255:opaque)

SetTextPosition(id,x,y) id  is the ID of the text resource.
     x,y are real values giving the coordinates for the
     text.

SetTextSize(id,fsz)   id is the ID of the text resource.
     fsz is the height of the text (as a percentage or 
     virtual pixels). The width is determined  
     automatically.

SetTextString(id,str)  id is the ID of the text resource.
     str is the new text to be assigned to the resource. 
     Any previous text is deleted.

SetTextVisible(id,iv)  id is the ID of the text resource.
     iv determines visibility (1: visible; 0: hidden).

DeleteText(id)   id is the ID of the text resource to be deleted.
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Further Text Statements

SetTextRed(), SetTextGreen(), SetTextBlue() and SetTextAlpha()

As an alternative to setting all the colour and transparency options of text using 
SetTextColor(), you can also set these attributes individually using the 
SetTextRed(), SetTextGreen(), SetTextBlue() and SetTextAlpha() statements. 
FIG-14.1 to FIG-14.4 give the format for each of these statements.

where:

 id  is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 ired  is an integer value (0 to 255) giving the intensity of the red. 
   (0: off; 255: full red).

where:

 id  is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 igreen  is an integer value (0 to 255) giving the intensity of the green. 
   (0: off; 255: full green).

where:

 id  is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 iblue  is an integer value (0 to 255) giving the intensity of the blue. 
   (0: off; 255: full blue).

where:

 id  is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 itrans  is an integer value (0 to 255) giving the transparency of the 
   text. (0: invisible; 255: opaque).

GetTextRed(), GetTextGreen(), GetTextBlue() and GetTextAlpha()

The colour and transparency values which have been defined for a given text resource 
can be retrieved using the corresponding GetTextRed(), GetTextGreen(), 
GetTextBlue() and GetTextAlpha() statements (see FIG-14.5 to FIG-14.8).

FIG-14.1
 
SetTextRed() ( )SetTextRed id ired

FIG-14.2
 
SetTextGreen() ( )SetTextGreen id igreen

FIG-14.3
 
SetTextBlue() ( )SetTextBlue id iblue

FIG-14.4
 
SetTextAlpha() ( )SetTextAlpha id itrans

FIG-14.5
 
GetTextRed() ( )GetTextRed idinteger
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where:

 id   is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource whose 
   colour attribute is to be returned.

The value returned will represent the red, green, blue or transparency setting for the 
text resource depending on which of the four functions is called. All returned values 
will be in the range 0 to 255.

SetTextX() and SetTextY()

Alternatives to SetTextPosition()are SetTextX() and SetTextY() which allow 
text to be repositioned horizontally (SetTextX()) or vertically (SetTextY()). The 
format for each of these two statements is shown in FIG-14.9 and FIG-14.10.

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 x   is a real value giving the new x-coordinate for the text. This will 
   be a percentage or virtual pixels value.

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 y   is a real value giving the new y-coordinate for the text. This will 
   be a percentage or virtual pixels value.

GetTextX() and GetTextY()

Retrieving the position of a text resource is achieved using the GetTextX() and 
GetTextY() statements which return the x and y coordinates respectively. The format 
for each of these statements is shown FIG-14.11 and FIG-14.12. 

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

FIG-14.6
GetTextGreen() ( )GetTextGreeninteger id

( )GetTextBlue idinteger

( )GetTextAlpha idinteger

FIG-14.7
GetTextBlue()

FIG-14.8
GetTextAlpha()

FIG-14.9
 
SetTextX() ( )SetTextX id x

FIG-14.10
 
SetTextY() ( )SetTextY id y

FIG-14.11
 
GetTextX() ( )GetTextXfloat id
FIG-14.12
 
GetTextY() ( )GetTextYfloat id
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The functions return a real number giving the x or y coordinate of the text. This value 
will represent a percentage or virtual coordinate depending on which system is being 
used.

GetTextVisible()

To determine if a text resource is visible, use the GetTextVisible() statement (see 
FIG-14.13).

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

The function returns 1 if the text is visible; zero is the text is hidden.

GetTextSize()

To discover the current size setting for the text in a text resource, use the GetTextSize() 
statement (see FIG-14.14).

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

GetTextTotalHeight()

A function which performs a similar operation to GetTextSize() is 
GetTextTotalHeight() (see FIG-14.15).

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

This function returns the actual height of the text in the text resource. For a resource 
containing a single line of text, this will be the same value as GetTextSize() returns. 
However, when an empty string is defined, GetTextTotalHeight() will return zero 
whereas GetTextSize() will still return the size setting.

FIG-14.13
 
GetTextVisible() ( )GetTextVisible idinteger

FIG-14.14
 
GetTextSize() ( )GetTextSize idfloat

Activity 14.1
 
Start a new project called Text01, and write a program to determine the default 
size of a text resource containing the string Hello again.

FIG-14.15
 
GetTextTotalHeight() ( )GetTextTotalHeight idfloat

When the text is displayed 
over several lines, 
GetTextTotalHeight() 

returns the height from 
the top of the first line of 
text to the bottom of the 
last line.

Activity 14.2
 
Add a statement displaying the value returned by GetTextTotalHeight() to 
Text01. Run your program with the original string and then an empty one.
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GetTextTotalWidth()

When you are placing text within a complex background, it is often necessary to be 
sure that the text will fit within the space allocated. As well as checking the height of 
the text we also need to discover the width of the text as a percentage of the screen 
width or in virtual pixels. This can be achieved using the GetTextTotalWidth() 
statement (see FIG-14.16).

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

GetTextLength()

While GetTextTotalWidth() returns the physical size of the string within a text 
resource, GetTextLength() returns the number of characters in the string. This 
includes any non-printing characters such as newline. The format for GetTextLength() 
is shown in FIG-14.17. 

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

SetTextAlignment()

By default, the text position specifies where the top left corner of the text is to be 
positioned. This is known as left-aligned text. But it is possible to modify this so that 
the position is used to place the top-right corner of the text (right-aligned text). 
Finally, the text can be centre-aligned using the position given to place the top-centre 
of the text. FIG-14.18 shows the effect of each alignment option.

FIG-14.16
 
GetTextTotalWidth() ( )GetTextTotalWidth idfloat

Activity 14.3
 
Modify Text01 so that the text width is also displayed. Run the program using 
the following text values: 
 
 a) “” 
 b) “abc” 
 c) “abcdef” 

FIG-14.17
 
GetTextLength() ( )GetTextLength idinteger

FIG-14.18
 
Alignment Options

Hello world

Hello world

Hello world

Left Alignment

Alignment
about this x-coord 

value

Centre Alignment

Right Alignment
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To change from the default left-aligned text, use the SetTextAlignment() statement 
(see FIG-14.19).

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 ialign  is an integer value (0, 1 or 2) which gives the alignment to be
   used. (0: left-alignment, 1: centre-alignment, 2: right-alignment)

SetTextSpacing()

You can create a wider or narrower gap between the individual letters within a piece 
of text using the SetTextSpacing() statement (see FIG-14.20).

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 fspace  is a real value giving the gap between the characters in the text.
   The default value is zero which creates the standard gap. A larger  
   positive value will increase the gap; a negative value will  
   decrease the gap.

SetTextLineSpacing()

Normally, text resources will contain only a single line of text, but it is possible to 
have multiple lines by adding the newline character (ASCII code 10) within the text’s 
string with a line such as:

CreateText(1,”ABCDEF”+Chr(10)+”GHIJKL”)

FIG-14.19
 
SetTextAlignment() ( )SetTextAlignment id ialign

Activity 14.4
 
Modify Text01 so that the text position is (50, 50) with alignment set to left-
align (the default) then, after a one second delay to right-align and finally, after 
another one second delay, to centre-align. 
 
Observe the difference in each case.

FIG-14.20
 
SetTextSpacing() ( )SetTextSpacing id fspace

Activity 14.5
 
Modify Text01 by removing the alignment code added in the previous Activity, 
then change the gap between the letters of the text to each of the following 
values:  
 a)   1 
 b)   2 
 c) -1 
 
Observe the difference in each case.
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When a multiple-line text resource is being used, you can control the gap between 
the lines of text using the SetTextLineSpacing() statement (see FIG-14.21).

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 fspace  is a real value giving the gap between the lines of the text within 
   the resource. The default value is zero which creates the standard
   gap. A larger positive value will increase the gap; a negative  
   value will decrease the gap.

SetTextDepth()

Like a sprite, the depth of a text resource can be set. This way you can ensure text 
always stays on top of any sprite or vice versa. Text depth is set using the statement 
SetTextDepth() (see FIG-14.22).

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 idepth  is an integer value (0 to 10,000) giving the depth setting for the 
   text resource. 0 is the front-most layer and will show over any  
   other visual resource.

GetTextDepth()

To discover the current depth setting for a text resource, use GetTextDepth() (see 
FIG-14.23).

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

FIG-14.21
 
SetTextLineSpacing() ( )SetTextLineSpacing id fspace

Activity 14.6
 
Change the text string used in Text01 to contain the text 
 
 ABCDEF 
 GHIJKL 
 MNOPQR 
 
over three lines. 
 
Now, run the program with line spacing settings of 1, 2 and -1 and observe the 
difference in each case.

FIG-14.22
 
SetTextDepth() ( )SetTextDepth id idepth

FIG-14.23
 
GetTextDepth() ( )GetTextDepth idinteger
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GetTextHitTest()

Like sprites, text resources can detect if a given set of coordinates are inside the 
display area of the text. This is done using the GetTextHitTest() statement (see 
FIG-14.24).

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 x,y  are a pair of real values giving the coordinates to be checked.

If the coordinates given are inside the area of the text resources, this function returns 
1, otherwise zero is returned.

GetTextExists()

Any resource that can be deleted should really be checked to make sure it exists 
before your code attempts to access it. Failure to do this can cause a runtime error. 

You can check the existence of a text resource using the GetTextExists() statement 
(see FIG-14.25).

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource whose 
   existence is to be checked.

The function returns 1 if the ID specified is assigned to a current text resource, 
otherwise zero is returned. 

Text Character Statements
As well as the set of commands we have looked at so far, all of which affect the 
characteristics of the whole text resources, another set of commands are available 
which deal with the individual characters within the text. These statements are 
covered in this section.

FIG-14.24
 
GetTextHitTest() ( )GetTextHitTextinteger id x y

Activity 14.7
 
Start a new project called MenuSelection. Get the program to display three text 
resources containing the strings: 
 
 New
 Open 
 Save 
 
The program should display the text contained in any text resource that is 
pressed. 
 
Test and save your program.

FIG-14.25
 
GetTextExists() ( )GetTextExists idinteger
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SetTextCharPosition()

We can reposition individual characters within a text resource using the 
SetTextCharPosition() statement (see FIG-14.26).

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 ichrsub is an integer value giving the position of the character within the 
   text resource’s string. The first character is at position zero. 
   If the subscript given is invalid the statement is not executed.

 x,y  are a pair of real values giving the new position for the character.
   The new position is measured relative to the top-left of the first  
   character in the text. All other characters will be unaffected.

The code in FIG-14.27 moves the third letter of a string to a new position after a 3 
second delay.

SetTextCharX() and SetTextCharY()

If you need to move a character one direction only, you can use the SetTextCharX() 
or SetTextCharY() statements (see FIG-14.28 and FIG-14.29).

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 ichrsub is an integer value giving the position of the character within the 
   text resource’s string. The first character is at position zero. 
   If the subscript given is invalid the statement is not executed.

FIG-14.26
 
SetTextCharPosition() ( )SetTextCharPosition id xichrsub y

FIG-14.27
 
Moving a Character rem ** Move a character ***

 
rem *** Create and place text ***
CreateText(1,”ABCDEF”)
SetTextPosition(1,50,50)
Sync()
rem *** Wait 3 seconds ***
Sleep(3000)
rem *** Move character ***
SetTextCharPosition(1,2,2,-5)
Sync()
do
loop

Activity 14.8
 
Start a new project called MoveText and implement the code given in FIG-
14.27.

FIG-14.28
 
SetTextCharX() ( )SetTextCharX id xichrsub
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 x  is a real number giving the character’s new position along the 
   x-axis measured from the position of the first character in the 
   existing string.

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 ichrsub is an integer value giving the position of the character within the 
   text resource’s string. The first character is at position zero. 
   If the subscript given is invalid the statement is not executed.

 x  is a real number giving the character’s new position along the 
   y-axis measured from the position of the first character in the  
   existing string.

The program in FIG-14.30 displays a text containing six letters. Each time the pointer 
moves over them, a new letter falls to the bottom of the screen.

 
 
 

GetTextCharX() and GetTextCharY()

You can find the coordinates of an individual character within the text using the 
GetTextCharX() and GetTextCharY() statements (see FIG-14.31 and FIG-14.32).

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

FIG-14.29
 
SetTextCharY() ( )SetTextCharY id xichrsub

FIG-14.30
 
Falling Characters

Activity 14.9
 
Start a new project called FallingText and implement the code given in FIG-
14.30.

rem ** Move a character ***
rem *** Create and place text ***
CreateText(1,”ABCDEF”)
SetTextPosition(1,50,50)
Sync()
rem *** Start a character zero ***
char = 0
do
    rem *** If pointer over text drop first letter remaining ***
    if GetTextHitTest(1,GetPointerX(),GetPointerY()) and char < 6
        for c = 1 to 40
            SetTextCharY(1,char,c)
            Sync()
        next c
        rem *** Move to next letter ***
        inc char
    endif
loop

FIG-14.31
 
GetTextCharX() ( )GetTextCharXfloat id ichrsub
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 ichrsub is an integer value giving the position of the character within the 
   text resource’s string. The first character is at position zero. 
   If the subscript given is invalid the statement is not executed.

The function returns the x-coordinate of the character relative to the position of the 
top-left of the parent text. 

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 ichrsub is an integer value giving the position of the character within the 
   text resource’s string. The first character is at position zero. 
   If the subscript given is invalid the statement is not executed.

The function returns the y-coordinate of the character relative to the position of the 
top-left of the parent text.

To calculate the absolute position of the fourth character in text resource 1, you can 
use the lines:

 x = GetTextX(1) + GetTextCharX(1,3)

 y = GetTextY(1) + GetTextCharY(1,3)

SetTextCharAngle() and SetTextCharAngleRad()

Characters within a text resource can also be rotated. This is done using either 
SetTextCharAngle() and specifying the angle in degrees or with 
SetTextCharAngleRad() giving the angle in radians. The format of the two functions 
are shown in FIG-14.33 and FIG-14.34.

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 ichrsub is an integer value giving the position of the character within the 
   text resource’s string. The first character is at position zero.

 angle  is a real value giving the angle (in degrees) to which the character 
   is to be rotated.

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 ichrsub is an integer value giving the position of the character within the 
   text resource’s string. The first character is at position zero.

 angle  is a real value giving the angle (in radians) to which the character 

FIG-14.32
 
GetTextCharY() ( )GetTextCharYfloat id ichrsub

FIG-14.33
 
SetTextCharAngle() ( )SetTextCharAngle id angleichrsub

FIG-14.34
 
SetTextCharAngleRad() ( )SetTextCharAngleRad id angleichrsub
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   is to be rotated.

The program in FIG-14.35 is a variation on the previous program. This time the 
letters rotate by a random amount as they fall to the bottom of the screen.

 
 

GetTextCharAngle() and GetTextCharAngleRad()

You can retrieve the current angle setting for a character using either 
GetTextCharAngle() which returns the angle in degrees or GetTextCharAngleRad() 
which returns the angle in radians. The format for each of these two statements is 
shown in FIG-14.36 and FIG-14.37.

where:

FIG-14.35
 
Rotating Characters

rem ** Move a character ***
rem *** Create and place text ***
CreateText(1,”ABCDEF”)
SetTextPosition(1,50,50)
Sync()
rem *** Start a character zero ***
char = 0  
do 
    rem *** If pointer over text drop first letter remaining ***
    if GetTextHitTest(1,GetPointerX(),GetPointerY()) and char < 6
        rem *** select a random angle ***
        angle = Random(1,360)
        rem *** Calculate 40th of angle ***
        anglestep# = angle / 40.0
        rem *** Current rotation is zero ***
        currentangle# = 0
        rem *** FOR 40 times DO ***
        for c = 1 to 40
            rem *** Move the down 1% ***
            SetTextCharY(1,char,c)
            rem *** Increase angle ***
            currentangle# = currentangle# + anglestep#
            SetTextCharAngle(1,char,currentangle#)
            Sync()
        next c
        rem *** Move to next letter ***
        inc char
    endif
loop

Activity 14.10
 
Modify FallingText to match the code given in FIG-14.35.
 
Modify the code again so that all characters fall at the same time. 
(HINT: This is a more complex change than it first appears. You should use an 
array for the angle step sizes.) 
 
What problems are there with the final result? 

FIG-14.36
 
GetTextCharAngle() ( )GetTextCharAnglefloat id ichrsub
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 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 ichrsub is an integer value giving the position of the character within the 
   text resource’s string. The first character is at position zero.

where:

 id    is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 ichrsub is an integer value giving the position of the character within the 
   text resource’s string. The first character is at position zero.

Repositioned Characters and Hit Detection

As we have already seen, it is possible to determine if a point is within a text resource 
on the screen using the GetTextHitTest() statement. 

However, this statement uses the original position of the text string to determine if a 
point (x,y) is within the text string area. It does not take into account any repositioned 
characters (see FIG-14.38). 

SetTextCharColor()

The colour of an individual character can be set using SetTextCharColor(). This 
statement has the format shown in FIG-14.39.

FIG-14.37
 
GetTextCharAngleRad() ( )GetTextCharAngleRadfloat id ichrsub

FIG-14.38
 
Detecting a Text Hit

A B C DE F

Screen

Original
text position

Repositioned
text

Hit only
registered in

this area

Activity 14.11
 
Re-run FallingText. After all the characters have fallen to the bottom of the 
screen, try moving the pointer over these characters, then try moving the 
pointer over the original position in the middle of the screen. 
 
What happens in both cases?

FIG-14.39
 
SetTextCharColor()

( )SetTextCharColor id , ired , igreen , iblue itrans,ichrsub,
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where:

 id  is an integer value specifying the ID of the text resource whose 
   colour is to be set.

 ichrsub is an integer value giving the position of the character within the 
   text resource’s string. The first character is at position zero.

 ired  is an integer value specifying the intensity of the red component 
   of the colour. Range 0 to 255.

 igreen  is an integer value specifying the intensity of the green component 
   of the colour. Range 0 to 255.

 iblue  is an integer value specifying the intensity of the blue component 
   of the colour. Range 0 to 255.

 itrans  is an integer value specifying the transparency of the text. 
   Range 0 (invisible) to 255 (fully opaque).

SetTextCharColorAlpha(), SetTextCharColorRed(),  
SetTextCharColorGreen() and SetTextCharColorBlue()

While SetTextCharColor() is fine if you want to change all or most of the color 
attributes of a character, when only one value needs to be changed, then you can use 
SetTextCharColorAlpha(), SetTextCharColorRed(), SetTextCharColorGreen() 
or SetTextCharColorBlue()as appropriate. The format for each of these statements 
is shown in FIG-14.40 to FIG-14.43.

where:

 id  is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 ichrsub is an integer value giving the position of the character within the 
   text resource’s string. The first character is at position zero.

 itrans  is an integer value (0 to 255) giving the transparency of the 
   text. (0: invisible; 255: opaque) .

where:

 id  is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 ichrsub is an integer value giving the position of the character within 
   the text resource’s string. The first character is at position zero.

 ired  is an integer value (0 to 255) giving the intensity of the red. 
   (0: off; 255: full red) .

FIG-14.40
 
SetTextCharColorAlpha()

( )idSetTextCharColorAlpha ichrsub, itrans,

FIG-14.41
 
SetTextCharColorRed() ( )idSetTextCharColorRed ichrsub, ired,

FIG-14.42
 
SetTextCharColorGreen() ( )idSetTextCharColorGreen ichrsub, igreen,
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where:

 id  is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 ichrsub is an integer value giving the position of the character within 
   the text resource’s string. The first character is at position zero.

 igreen  is an integer value (0 to 255) giving the intensity of the green. 
   (0: off; 255: full green).

where:

 id  is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 ichrsub is an integer value giving the position of the character within 
   the text resource’s string. The first character is at position zero.

 iblue  is an integer value (0 to 255) giving the intensity of the blue. 
   (0: off; 255: full blue).

GetTextCharColorAlpha(), GetTextCharColorRed(), 
GetTextCharColorGreen() and GetTextCharColorBlue()

To retrieve the colour and transparency settings for a character, you can use the 
statements GetTextCharColorAlpha() , GetTextCharColorRed() , 
GetTextCharColorGreen() and GetTextCharColorBlue(). The format for each of 
these statements is shown in FIG-14.44 to FIG-14.47.

where:

 id   is an integer value giving the ID of the text resource.

 ichrsub is an integer value giving the position of the character within 
   the text resource’s string. The first character is at position zero.

The value returned will represent the transparency, red, green, or blue setting for the 
character depending on which of the four functions is called. All returned values will 
be in the range 0 to 255.

The program in FIG-14.48 cycles through the characters in a string changing each to 
yellow and then back to white.

FIG-14.43
 
SetTextCharColorBlue() ( )idSetTextCharColorBlue ichrsub, iblue,

FIG-14.44
GetTextCharColorAlpha()

FIG-14.45
GetTextCharColorRed()

FIG-14.46
GetTextCharColorGreen()

FIG-14.47
GetTextCharColorBlue()

( )idGetTextCharColorAlpha ichrsub,integer

( idGetTextCharColorRed ,integer )ichrsub

( idGetTextCharColorGreen ,integer )ichrsub

( idGetTextCharColorBlue ,integer )ichrsub
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SetTextDefaultMinFilter() and SetTextDefaultMagFilter()

The text displayed when you use a Print() statement or a text resource is actually 
taken from an image. When you create text which is smaller or larger than the actual 
size of the character’s image, then AGK scales that image. The scaling process used 
when the characters are smaller than the image size can be set using 
SetTextDefaultMinFilter(). When the characters are larger than the image size, 
the scaling process used can be set using SetTextDefaultMagFilter().

The two scaling options available will create either a sharp but blocky result or a 
more blurred, but smoother finish (see FIG-14.49).

The format for the two statements are shown in FIG-14.50 and FIG-14.51.

where:

 ioption is an integer value (0 or 1) giving the scaling process to be used 

Activity 14.12
 
Create a new project called ColourfulCharacters and implement the code given 
in FIG-14.48. 
 
Modify your program so that each letter takes on a random colour. 
 
Save your project.

FIG-14.48 
 
Colouring Characters

rem *** Colour characters ***
rem *** Create and size text ***
CreateText(1,”oooooooooo”)
SetTextSize(1,10)
do
    rem *** FOR each character DO ***
    for c = 0 to 9
        rem *** Change colour to yellow ***
        SetTextCharColor(1,c,255,255,0,255)
        Sync()
        Sleep(200)
        rem *** Change back to white ***
        SetTextCharColorBlue(1,c,255)
        Sync()
    next c
loop

FIG-14.49 
 
Character Display Styles Option 0

Sharp/Blocky
Option 1

Blurred/Smooth

FIG-14.50 
 
SetTextDefaultMinFilter()

FIG-14.51 
 
SetTextDefaultMagFilter()

( )ioptionSetTextDefaultMinFilter

( )ioptionSetTextDefaultMagFilter
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   on characters which are not the same size as the original character  
   image. 0: sharp/blocky, 1: blurred/smooth. The default option is  
   1.

SetTextDefaultFontImage()

The image file used for the characters displayed by the Print() statement and text 
resources  can be replaced by your own image containing a new font.

The first choice you have to make is whether to use a monospaced font (where every 
character is exactly the same width) or a proportional font (where the width of 
characters vary). 

For a monospaced font your image must conform to the following rules:

± Characters must be in 6 rows of 16 characters.

± The characters within a row must be evenly spaced.

± Each row must be evenly spaced.

± The characters must be in ASCII code order, starting with the space character 
(ASCII 32) and ending with the del character (ASCII 127).

± The characters must be white on a transparent background.

± The image should be in PNG format.

± The image width must be exactly divisible by 16 and the height by 6.

The image must, like any other, be stored in a project’s media folder.

The SetTextDefaultFontImage() allows us to specify the image containing the font 
to be used for all subsequent text displays. The format for the statement is given in 
FIG-14.52.

where:

 imgId  is an integer value giving the ID of the image containing the new 
   font.

This command must be executed before any text resource is created or Print 
statement output produced.

Activity 14.13
 
Run ColourfulCharacters which you created in Activity 14.11 and observe the 
nature of the characters displayed. 
 
Add the line  
 
 SetTextDefaultMagFilter(0)
 
at the start of the program and then check what effect this has on the 
appearance of the characters.  

FIG-14.52 
 
SetTextDefaultFontImage() ( )imgIdSetTextDefaultFontImage
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A typical mono-spaced image is shown in FIG-14.53. Note that the background 
colour is shown in grey only to make the characters visible here - in fact, the 
background must be transparent. Rectangular blocks are used to replace characters 
not available in this font.

The program in FIG-14.54 uses this font image to demonstrate the result achieved by 
creating you own font.
 

When you want to create a proportional font with characters occupying various 
widths (e.g. W will be wider than i) things become more complicated. 

You need to create an atlas texture image file containing the characters from the 
space (ASCII 32) to the del (ASCII 127) character and, to accompany this, you also 
need a subimage text file giving the details of the position and size of each character.

Atlas texture files and the subimage text file formats are explained in Chapter 16.

FIG-14.53 
 
Font Image File

FIG-14.54 
 
Using a New Default Font

Activity 14.14
 
Start a new project called NewFont. Copy the file OCRFont.png from 
AGKDownloads/Chapter14 to the project’s media folder.
 
Implement the code given in FIG-14.54 and observe the new font.

rem *** Load a new font ***
LoadImage(1,”OCRFont.png”) 
rem *** Create and size text ***
SetTextDefaultFontImage(1)
CreateText(1,”ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ”+chr(10)+”abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz”+Chr(10)+”AbCdEfGhIjKl”)
SetTextSize(1,10)
Sync()
do
loop
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SetTextFontImage()

If you want to change the font for just one text resource rather than them all, then you 
can use SetTextFontImage(). This statement has the format shown in FIG-14.55.

where:

 id  is an integer value specifying the ID of the text resource whose 
   font is to be set.

 imgId  is an integer value giving the ID of the image contain the new 
   font.

Summary
± A text resource can be used in place of output produced by a Print() 

statement.

± Text strings do not have to be re-output after every Sync() statement, unlike 
the characters produced by a Print() statement.

± Text can be sized, coloured, made transparent and positioned.

± Use SetTextRed(), SetTextGreen() and SetTextBlue() to set the individual 
colour components of a text object.

± Use GetTextRed(), GetTextGreen() and GetTextBlue() to discover the 
individual colour component settings of a text object.

± Use SetTextAlpha() to set the transparency of a text object.

± Use GetTextAlpha() to discover the transparency setting of a text object.

± Use SetTextX() and SetTextY() to set the individual x and y coordinates of a 
text object.

±Use GetTextX() and GetTextY() to discover the individual x and y coordinates 
of a text object.

± Use GetTextVisible() to discover the current visibility setting of a text 
object.

± Use GetTextSize() to discover the current size setting of a text object.

± Use GetTextTotalHeight() to discover the overall height of a text object. 
This will differ from the value returned by GetTextSize() if the text extends 
over several lines or contains zero characters.

± Use GetTextTotalWidth() to discover the overall width of a text object.

± Use GetTextLength() to discover the number of characters in a text object.

± Use SetTextAlignment() to set the alignment of a text object.

± Use SetTextSpacing() to set the spacing between the individual characters 
within a text object.

± Use SetTextLineSpacing() to set the spacing between lines of a multi-line 
text object.

FIG-14.55 
 
SetTextFontImage() ( )imgIdSetTextFontImage id ,
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± Use SetTextDepth() to set the layer on which a text object is to be placed. 
The default layer is 10.

± Use GetTextDepth() to discover the layer setting of a text object.

± Use GetTextHitTest() to discover if a given position is within the text 
object’s space.

± Use GetTextExists() to check that a text object of a given ID currently exists.

± Individual characters within a text string can be coloured, made transparent, 
rotated and positioned.

± Use SetTextCharPosition() to set the position of an individual character 
within a text object.

± Use SetTextCharX() and SetTextCharY() to set the x and y coordinates of an 
individual character within a text object.

± Use GetTextCharX() and GetTextCharY() to discover the x and y coordinates 
of an individual character within a text object.

± Use SetTextCharAngle() or SetTextCharAngleRad() to set the angle of an 
individual character within a text object.

± Use GetTextCharAngle() or GetTextCharAngleRad() to discover the angle of 
an individual character within a text object.

± The new position of a moved character is not taken into account when 
determining if a given point is within the area of a text object.  

± Use SetTextCharColor() to set the colour of an individual character within a 
text object.

± Set individual character colour attributes using SetTextCharRed(), 
SetTextCharGreen(), SetTextCharBlue() and SetTextCharAlpha().  

± Use GetTextCharRed(), GetTextCharGreen(), GetTextCharBlue() and 
GetTextCharAlpha() to retrieve the attributes of individual characters within a 
text object.

± The characters displayed by a text object are obtained from an image.

± When characters are displayed at a size other than that within the image from 
which they are taken, those characters are scaled.

± Scaling uses one of two options: sharp but blocky, or smooth but blurred (the 
default).

± Use SetTextDefaultMinFilter() to select which scaling option is used for 
characters smaller than the original size.

± Use SetTextDefaultMagFilter() to select which scaling option is used for 
characters larger than the original size.

± The font used by all text resources can be changed by loading a new image file 
containing a new font.

± New font image files can be monospaced or proportional.

± Monospace font images must be 16 characters by 6 rows covering the 
characters space to del.
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±  Proportional font images must be accompanied by a subimage text file giving 
the position and dimensions of each character.

± The subimage text file accompanying a proportional font image must give 
filenames based on each character’s ASCII code value (e.g. 65.png for the 
upper case A).

± Use SetTextDefaultFontImage() to set the image used when displaying all 
text.

± Use SetTextFontImage() to change the image used for a specific text object 
(all other text objects will use the default image).
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Solutions
Activity 14.1

Code for Text01:
CreateText(1,”Hello again”) 
SetTextPosition(1,50,50) 
Print(GetTextSize(1)) 
Sync() 
do 
loop

It is necessary to move the text resource away from its 
default position at the top left of the screen since the Print() 
statement also writes to that position. 
 
The default size is 4.0.

Activity 14.2
Modified code for Text01:

CreateText(1,”Hello again”) 
SetTextPosition(1,50,50) 
Print(GetTextTotalHeight(1)) 
Sync() 
do 
loop

To change the text, modify the first line to read:
CreateText(1,””)

Activity 14.3
Modified code for Text01:

CreateText(1,””) 
SetTextPosition(1,50,50) 
Print(GetTextTotalHeight(1)) 
Print(GetTextTotalWidth(1)) 
Sync() 
do 
loop

A blank string returns a length of zero. 
“abc” returns 7.5. 
“abcdef” returns 14.0.

Activity 14.4
Modified code for Text01:

CreateText(1,”abcdef”) 
rem *** Left-alignment *** 
SetTextAlignment(1,0) 
SetTextPosition(1,50,50) 
Sync() 
Sleep(1000) 
rem *** right-alignment **** 
SetTextAlignment(1,2) 
Sync() 
Sleep(1000) 
rem *** centre-alignment *** 
SetTextAlignment(1,1) 
Sync() 
Print(GetTextTotalHeight(1)) 
Print(GetTextTotalWidth(1)) 
Sync() 
do 
loop

Activity 14.5
Modified code for Text01:

CreateText(1,”abcdef”) 
SetTextPosition(1,50,50) 
SetTextSpacing(1,1) 
Print(GetTextTotalHeight(1))

Print(GetTextTotalWidth(1)) 
Sync() 
do 
loop

The SetTextSpacing() command is changed to
SetTextSpacing(1,2)

and
SetTextSpacing(1,-1)

for subsequent runs.

Not only is there an obvious visual effect, but the value 
returned by the GetTextTotalWidth() statement will also 
change. The values returned by this are:

 20.0, 25.0 and 10

Activity 14.6
Modified code for Text01:

CreateText(1,”abcdef”+chr(10)+”ghijkl”+chr(10)+ 
”mnopqr”)
SetTextPosition(1,50,50) 
SetTextSpacing(1,-1) 
SetTextLineSpacing(1,1) 
Print(GetTextTotalHeight(1)) 
Print(GetTextTotalWidth(1)) 
Sync() 
do 
loop

The SetTextLineSpacing() command is changed to
SetTextLineSpacing(1,2)

and
SetTextLineSpacing(1,-1)

for subsequent runs.

The output produced by GetTextTotalHeight() will be:

 14.0, 16.0 and 10.0

Activity 14.7
Code for MenuSelection:

rem *** Menu selection *** 
 
rem *** Set up strings *** 
dim menu[3] as string = [“”,”New”,”Open”,”Save”] 
rem *** Set up Text resources *** 
for c = 1 to 3 
    CreateText(c,menu[c]) 
    SetTextPosition(c, 40,20+c*5) 
next c 
do 
 rem *** Check if pressed *** 
  for c = 1 to 3 
    if GetTextHitTest(c, GetPointerX(),  
  GetPointerY()) = 1 and GetPointerState() = 1 
     Print(menu[c]) 
     endif 
  next c 
  Sync() 
loop

The most difficult part is to know what value is in each text 
resource since there is no GetTextString() statement to allow 
us to discover that value. 

To solve this problem, the strings to be placed within the text 
resources are held in an array, menu. The content of menu[1] 
is stored in text ID 1, menu[2] in text 2, etc. When we have 
the ID of a resource we can find the string it contains in the 
corresponding element of menu.
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Activity 14.8
No solution required.

Activity 14.9
No solution required.

Activity 14.10
Modified code for FallingText:

rem ** Move all characters *** 
dim anglesteps#[6] 
rem *** Create and place text *** 
CreateText(1,”ABCDEF”) 
SetTextPosition(1,50,50) 
Sync() 
rem *** Calculate an angle step size for each 
character *** 
for c = 0 to 5 
    rem *** select a random angle *** 
    angle = Random(1,360) 
    rem *** Calculate 40th of angle *** 
    anglesteps#[c] = angle / 40.0 
next c 
do 
    rem *** If pointer over text drop first letter  
  remaining ***
    if GetTextHitTest(1,GetPointerX(),GetPointerY()) 
        rem *** FOR 40 times DO *** 
        for c = 1 to 40 
            for ch = 0 to 5 
                rem *** Move the down 1% *** 
                SetTextCharY(1,ch,c) 
                rem *** Increase angle *** 
                angle# = anglesteps#[ch]*c 
                SetTextCharAngle(1,ch,angle#) 
                Sync() 
            next ch 
        next c
    endif 
loop

The problem with this example is that the falling process is 
rather slow.

We could improve the speed by giving a step size of 2 or 4 to 
the for c = 1 to 40 loop.

Activity 14.11
Moving the pointer over the fallen characters has no effect, 
but moving it over the original position starts the whole 
process running once more with the characters falling from 
their original position.

Activity 14.12
Modified code for ColourfulCharacters:

rem *** Colour characters *** 
rem *** Create and size text *** 
CreateText(1,”oooooooooo”) 
SetTextSize(1,10) 
do 
    rem *** FOR each character DO *** 
    for c = 0 to 9 
        rem *** Change to random colour *** 
      SetTextCharColor(1,c,Random(1,255), 
    Random(1,255),Random(1,255),255)
        Sync()
        Sleep(200) 
        rem *** Change back to white *** 
        SetTextCharColor(1,c,255,255,255,255) 
        Sync() 
    next c 
loop

Activity 14.13
When the characters are displayed initially they use the 
smooth but blurred style. Adding the new line to the code 

changes this to the sharper but blocky style.

Activity 14.14
No solution required.


